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This certification is necessary for documenting technical safety training for verifying and certifying
employee knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) to perform hazardous procedures and practices.

Training Subject ____________________ Date _________ Location _______________

Trainee Certification of Training

I have received on-the-job training on those subjects listed (see other side of this sheet). This training
has provided me adequate opportunity to ask questions and practice procedures to determine and
correct skill deficiencies. I understand that safely performing procedures and practices is a condition of
employment. I fully intend to comply with all safety and operational requirements discussed. I
understand that failure to comply with these requirements may result in progressive discipline (or
corrective actions) up to and including termination.

_________________________ ______________________ ___________

Employee Name Signature Date

Employee Initial Qualification

I have explained safety policies, procedures, practices, and rules. The employee was given an
opportunity to ask questions and practice using equipment in the learning environment. Based on the
student's performance, I have determined that the employee has adequate knowledge, skills, and
abilities and is initially qualified to safely perform these procedures and/or practices.

_________________________ ______________________ ___________

Trainer Name Signature Date

Employee Full Qualification

I observed/interviewed the above employee on __________ date(s). The employee has demonstrated
adequate knowledge, skills, and abilities in the work environment and is fully qualified to use the
equipment and perform procedures and practices taught in this training.

_________________________ ______________________ ___________

Supervisor Name Signature Date

(Notice that supervisor certification is included as part of the training document. The supervisor
evaluates employee knowledge, skills, and abilities on the job. Including this certification level will help
ensure employees are "fully qualified" to perform hazardous procedures and practices.)
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(On this page, information about the subjects, performance exercises, and written tests is described. In
this sample, the topic of this training was Hazard Communication.)

The following information was discussed with students: (check all covered subjects)

❏ Overview of the hazard communication program - the purpose of the program

❏ Discussion of the hazards of chemicals to which students will be exposed

❏ GHS container labeling requirements

❏ Discussion of the 16 sections of the SDS and their location

❏ Emergency and Spill procedures

❏ First aid procedures

❏ Symptoms of overexposure

❏ Use/care of required personal protective equipment used with the above chemicals

❏ Employee accountability

The following practice/performance exercises were conducted:

❏ Spill procedures

❏ Emergency procedures

❏ Personal protective equipment use

(Optional: You need written tests to verify personal knowledge about a topic. Keep these written tests
as attachments to the course plan and merely reference it here.)

A written final exam was administered to the student and was successfully completed.  A sample of the
test is maintained in the course plan.  Below is a partial sample of questions on the test:

1. Where is the "Right to Know" station (or SDS station) located? (in the production plant)

2. What PPE is required when exposed to ___? (short answer)

3. How do you clean the PPE used with ___? (short answer)

4. What are the emergency procedures for overexposure to ___? (short answer)

5. Describe spill procedures for ___. (short answer)


